Exploiting platform motion for passive source localization with a co-prime sampled large aperture array.
Co-prime array geometries have received a great deal of attention due to their ability to discriminate O(MN) sources with only O(M + N) sensors. This has been demonstrated both theoretically and in simulation. However, there are many practical limitations that make it difficult to realize the enhanced degrees of freedom when applying co-prime geometries to real acoustic data taken on a horizontal line array. For instance, co-prime sampling leads to grating lobes that can obscure lower signal-to-noise-ratio acoustic signals making them difficult to detect. In this work, a synthetic aperture (SA) method is presented for filling in holes and increasing redundancy in the difference co-array by exploiting array motion. The SA method is applied to acoustic data collected off the Southeastern shore of Florida on a fixed large aperture horizontal array. Array motion is simulated by taking a co-prime sampled subarray and virtually moving it along the horizontal aperture of the fixed array. It is demonstrated that SA processing on real acoustic data results in reduced side-lobe and grating lobe levels compared to that of the physical co-prime aperture.